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The conservation lab since 2001
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The lab

7 main spaces
Conservation areas
Chemical treatments lab
Sandblasting space
Storage room
Photo and video shooting room
Offices
Technical room
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The conservation lab as a technical and scientific platform.

Un laboratoire à Toulouse
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4 permanent conservators

Curators, researchers, students, archaeologists ...
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Our partners for Research projects

X Ray Analysis
3D scan

Archaeological and historical approaches
Un laboratoire à Toulouse
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Historical and archaeological metallic collections
Conservation of ceramics, glasses, organic materials
Un laboratoire à Toulouse
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On archaeological site conservation
Un laboratoire à Toulouse

Preventive conservation and training
To expand publications and studies

To increase preventive conservation actions

To improve training courses for our team

To develop researches in conservation with partnerships
Un laboratoire à Toulouse
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PRO CRAFT – The Merlin Engin
Restoration and conservation – exhibition ?